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Abstract

We present a new general technique for protecting clients in distributed systems against Remote Man-in-the-Middle (R-MATE) attacks. Such attacks occur in settings where an adversary has physical access to an untrusted client device and can gain an advantage from tampering with the hardware or software it composes.

In our system, the trusted server coordinates the untrusted client’s analytics abilities by continuously and automatically generating and pushing to him diverse client code variants. The diversity subsystem employs a set of primitive code transformations that provide an ever-changing target for the adversary, making tampering difficult without being detected by the server.

1. Introduction

Man-in-the-Middle (MATE) attacks occur in settings where an adversary has physical access to a device and compromises it by tampering with its hardware or software. Remote MATE attacks occur in distributed systems where untrusted clients are in frequent communication with trusted servers over a network, and malicious users target an advantage by compromising an untrusted device.

To illustrate the ubiquity of R-MATE vulnerabilities, consider the following four scenarios. First, in the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) for controlling the electrical power grid, networked devices (“smart meters”) are installed at individual households to allow two-way communication with control servers of the utility company. In an R-MATE attack against the AMI, a malicious consumer tampers with the meter to emulate an imminent blackout, or tricks a control server to send disconnection commands to other customers [23].

Second, massive multiplayer online games are susceptible to R-MATE attacks since a malicious player who tampers with the game client can get advantage over other players [10]. Third, wireless sensors are often deployed in unattended environments such as the homes of elderly people to detect tampering attempts. A compromised sensor could be coached into supplying the wrong observations to a base station, causing real-world damage. Finally, while electronic health records (EHR) are typically protected by encryption while stored in databases and transmitted to doctors’ offices, they are vulnerable to R-MATE attacks if an individual doctor’s client machine is compromised.

1.1 Overview

In each of the scenarios above the adversary’s goal is to tamper with the client code and data under his control. The trusted server’s goal is to detect any such integrity violations, after which countermeasures (such as severe connections, termination, etc.) can be launched.

Security mechanisms. In this paper we present a system that achieves protection against R-MATE attacks through the extensive use of code diversity and continuous code replacement. In our system, the trusted server continuously and automatically generates diverse variants of client code, probes these code updates to the untrusted clients, and installs them as the client is running. The intention is to force the client to constantly analyze and reanalyze incoming code variants, thereby overwhelming his analytical abilities, and making it difficult for him to tamper with the continuously changing code without being detected by the trusted server.

Limitations. Our system specifically targets distributed applications which have frequent client-server communication, since client tampering can only be detected at client-server interaction events. Furthermore, while our use of code diversity can delay an attack, it cannot completely prevent it. Our goal is therefore the rapid detection of attacks; applications which need to completely prevent any tampering of client code for even the shortest length of time, are not suitable targets for our system. To see this consider the following timeline in the history of a distributed application running under our system:

The $e, s$, and $t_i$ are invocation events, points in time when clients communicate with servers either to exchange application data or to perform code updates. At time $e_1$, the client tampers with the code under his control. Until the next invocation event, during interval $t_1$, the client runs autonomously, and the server cannot detect the attack. At time $s_2$, after an interval $s_2$, consisting of a few milliseconds events, the client’s tampering has caused it to display anomalous behavior, perhaps through the use of an out-of-date communication protocol, and the server detects this. At time $t_2$, finally, the server issues a response, perhaps by shutting.
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